Abstract. We present a demonstration of ClusTR, a highly interactive system for exploring relationships between different clusterings of a dataset and for viewing the evolution in time of topics (e.g., tags associated with objects in the dataset) within and across such clusters. In particular, ClusTR allows exploration of generic multi-dimensional, text labeled and time sensitive data.
Introduction
In many applications (e.g., bioinformatics, telecommunications, marketing, etc.) the focus of Data Mining is often on Knowledge Discovery (KD), largely because of the complexity of the data and the heterogeneity in terms of attributes and possible groupings of objects. The same reasons that create the needs for a focus on Knowledge Discovery, however, make it a very challenging process. On one hand, it is an activity that cannot be fully automated-by definition, the discovery process aims to gain insight from the data and therefore implies a user-in-the-loop approach. On the other hand, except in very simple cases, insight cannot be gained without often significant automatic processing intertwined in the human analysis loop. The combination of automatic techniques and human analysis is thus central to the KD process and the two could offer new potentiality in both areas: presenting information in a way that can exploit human perceptual skills, and user input to improve automatic results. Thus, a large part of the KD process focuses on discovering and understanding of not only similarities between objects, but also on how different groupings of objects, based on different attributes relate to each other. Furthermore, in cases in which time is one of the attributes and objects have textual attributes, it is also often important to discover the evolution of such textual attributes (e.g., topics or categories) over time with respect to the possible groupings of the objects.
In this paper, we address these problems with ClusTR, a highly interactive system for exploring relationships between different clusterings of a dataset and for viewing the evolution in time of topics (e.g., tags associated with objects in the dataset) within and across such clusters. In particular, ClusTR allows exploration of generic multidimensional, text labeled and time-sensitive data. Our system follows the goals of visual analysis tasks [9] , as well as user interface design principles (e.g., overview first, zoomand-filter, then details-on-demand and others [3] ), placing strong emphasis on a highly interactive environment that combines automatic techniques with human analysis. In particular, we apply the concept of dynamic queries [3] , which continuously update the data that is visualized: user actions work instantly, triggering clustering, filtering, and allowing other operations in the database. Related work. There is a large body of work on interactive KD, the most relevant being in the areas of interactive exploration and queries, data visualization and temporal data exploration. Related systems and approaches include [2] 
ClusTR
Our system works with any kind of multi-dimensional data, but some of the functionality was implemented specifically for data that includes time and textual features. For the demonstration we use a freely available Flickr image dataset [13] containing 25,000 images where each image has the following features: textual tags, geo-tag coordinates, and camera settings (aperture, exposure, ISO, and a Flash use flag).
In the current implementation we use EM for clustering, which assigns a probability distribution to each instance that indicates the probability of it belonging to each of the clusters. The value of correlation between two clusters is calculated using the Jaccard coefficient (the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union).
Interaction with the system takes place as follows. The first step is selection of the data for analysis. After data is loaded into ClusTR, exploration consists of two stages: (1) selection of features to create multiple cluster groups ( Figure 1) ; and (2) exploration of correlations between resulting clusters and analysis of time-evolution of topics within clusters (Figure 2) . We describe the two stages below.
Given k features (figure 1) in the dataset, in the first interaction screen the system creates a correlation panel of k x k squares. The user selects features by drawing sets of dots (D) and lines (L), whose combination determine the features to use in the creating cluster groups. In figure 1 , for example, two cluster groups are created, one using flash, ISO and one using ISO, aperture, and exposure. The two cluster groups are created online when the user presses the "next" button (each cluster group contains the same data). Each dot and each line drawn by the user defines one combination of features to create a cluster group. The drawing style of interaction used is meant to intuitively allow quick selection of features instead of cumbersome interaction with boxes or lists. ClusTR plots the value distributions for the dataset for each feature (Figure 1, right) to give the user quick insight into the variability of the data in each feature space. The correlation layout has the advantage of allowing us to graphically represent correlations between features.
In the second stage, each of the clusters is represented by a solid circle and a label on the outside of a circle (Figure 2) . The circular interface aims at showing correlations between clusters, while the bottom panel (bottom of Figure 2) shows topic trends. Each cluster group is represented by a different color. Horizontal bars on the outside of the circle associated with each cluster indicate the size of the cluster relative to its corresponding group. Lines between clusters represent correlations (thicker edge implies higher correlation). User interaction takes place in the following ways:
• Clicking anywhere on the screen, holding the button and moving the mouse up or down: the threshold for correlation is modified and shown. Lines dynamically (immediately) appear, disappear, increase or decrease thickness.
• Clicking on a cluster (solid circle) shows details of the cluster (topic evolution described next, and a tag cloud with their most frequent values). Fig. 2 Visualization of correlation strengths and evolution of topics for the clustered data. When the user selects a specific cluster, the system shows a dynamic tag cloud with the most frequent contents in the selected cluster.
Note that for clusters with the same color there's no edge/correlation given that they belong to the same clustering group so they contain distinct instances. For data that contains a textual feature (e.g., tag, free-text, etc.), it is possible to consider such values to be topics, or to extract them using a variety of techniques. For this demonstration we focus on the tag features available in the data (each image has a number of tags associated with it) and refer to them as topics.
The topic evolution component of the interface complements the cluster correlation exploration. The goal of this component is to show the trends in time of the topics within clusters and to compare topic trends across clusters. Topics are analyzed according to the level of co-occurrence in different periods of time using Latent Semantic Analysis [15] , mapping them into a one-dimensional space T as in [12] , in a way that their relative latent semantic distances are preserved. The bottom panel of the interface shows the general evolution of the topics over time (bottom of Figure 2 ). Each vertical bar represents a single period of time (e.g., a day, week, season, etc.). The horizontal lines within each bar represent the topics of items in the cluster and the vertical location of each line represents its value in T. The user can click over one single period of time to have an insight of the topics/labels contained in it. In addition, the system allows the user to explore the differences in topic trends for different clusters. When the user clicks on a cluster in the circle, its topics trace is projected in the topics evolution panel. In this way, the user can visually relate clusters to time, seeing how their topic evolution overlaps.
Conclusions and future work
We have presented a demonstration of ClusTR, a highly interactive system for exploring relationships between different clusterings of a dataset and for viewing the evolution of topics within and across clusters. The main features of the system are its interactive-query mechanisms, the functionality to select features for clusterings using a 2D correlation space, and allowing the dynamic exploration of topics over time for multiple clusters. Future work includes further addition to the functionality (e.g., adding several clustering methods, more visualization options, etc.), a user study, case studies with other datasets, etc.
